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I. Abstract and main references:

Abstract : Introducing modified measures redefines the scalar field potentials while providing spontaneous breaking 
of scale invariance. In this way one can obtain potentials with two flat regions , one suitable for inflation and the 
other suitable for the late universe. With two scalar fields the scalar potential can have three flat regions after 
spontaneous symmetry breaking, one for inflation and the other two for the late universe, showing the possibility of 
early dark energy, which has been invoked for the resolution of the H0 tension.  Other phenomena present in the 
modified measures theory, like dark energy from fermions the avoidance of the 5th force problem and the justification 
in terms of modified measure theory of the the phenomenological model of Afshordi et. al. for the resolution the H0 
tension will be discussed.
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We will not review all the inflationary aspects of 
this model because this conference emphasizes 
the late universe, however the inflation is unified
with the late universe and  the slow roll inflation 
trajectory determines the vacuum of the
late universe!! 









Therefore General Relativity is restored for 
HIGH MATTER DENSITIES.



The justification in terms of modified measure 
theory of the the phenomenological model of 
Afshordi et. al. for the resolution the H0 tension
Nima Khosravi, Shant Baghram, Niayesh Afshordi, Natacha Altamirano, 
arXiv:C[astro-ph.CO], Phys. Rev. D 99, 103526 (2019).

General Relativity is restored for HIGH MATTER DENSITIES



THEIR PROPOSED ACTION FOR LOW DENSITY 



Their formulation for low density is exactly a two 
measure theory where the modfied measure 
couples to R and the equation R= M= constant
is obtained obtained naturally.

Also there is no need to suddenly change theory for high density, since 
the modified measure theory automatically reverts to General 
Relativity for high density.

Thank you for your attention !!! 


